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POINTS TO REMEMBER

Threats Against the President and

Successors to the Presidency
18 U.S.C 871

Several recent decisions have cast new light on the scope of 18

871 and the requisite intent which must be proved in prosecutions there
under Proof that threatening words were uttered in context such that

reasonable person would interpret them as mere political hyperbole idle

talk or jest indicates that the words do not constitute threat within the

scope of the statute However it is the view of the Department that an

actual intent to carry out threat is not requisite to violation of the

statute The cases and Departmental policies on enforcement of this

statute are discussed below

in Watts United States 394 U.S 705 1969 the Supreme Court

limited the applicability of 18 U.S.C 871 to situations involving the com
munication of true threat At political rally Watts had said If
they ever make me carry rifle the first man want to get in my sights is

This the Court held taken in context amounted to mere indul

gence in political hyperbole and such speech is within the protection of

the First Amendment

Following the principle announced in Watts the Court of Appeals for

the District of Columbia in Alexander United States Nos 21330 21941

June 24 1969 418 Zd 1203 reversed conviction under 18 U.S 871

on the ground of instructional error holding that neither idle talk nor mere
jest qualify as true threat The Court did not however criticize that

portion of the instructions which indicated that the Government need not

prove that the defendant actually intended to carry out the alleged threat
an apparent determination to do so being sufficient The Supreme Court

in Watts had expressed grave doubt on the correctness of such instructions

In United States No 23229 August 22 1969 416 2d 300

C.A the Court dealt expressly with the issue of intent and held

the statute to require only that the defendant intentionally make statement
written or oral in context or under such circumstances wherein reason-
able person would foresee that the statement would be interpreted by those

to whom the maker communicates the statement as serious expression
of an intention to inflict bodily harm upon or take the life of the President
and that the statement not be the result of mistake duress or coercion
The Court noted the doubt expressed in Watts on this issue but concluded

that one purpose of the statute was to prevent hindrance of the Presidents

movements necessitated by the receipt of apparently serious threats

against the President This harmful interference is bound to ensue when
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the objective circumstances indicate need to take action for the protection
of the President regardless of the defendants subjective intention Thus

Roys claim that on the eve of Presidential visit he called in threat to

local telephone operator only.as joke and later so informed her did not

establish defense The operator had every reason to take the initial call

seriously and the later explanation of the matter as joke did not neces
sarily eliminate the mischief created

Future jury instructions in trial of violation of 18 871 should

include the substance of the quoted paragraph from This same standard

and the teaching of Watts should govern prosecutive determinations under

the statute As great caution must be taken in matters relating to the

security of the persons protected by 18 871 United States Attorneys
are encouraged to consult with the Department when they have doubts on the

prosecutive merit of case For the same reason dismissal of complaints
under 18 U.S.C 871 when the defendant is in custody under the Mental In
competency Statutes 18 U.S.C 4244 4246 requires approval from the

General Crimes Section of the Criminal Division Department of Justice

Memo No 611 February 19 1969

That an alleged threat was conditional does not ipso facto remove it

from the purview of 18 U.S.C 871 So much of the discussion of this

question as appears in the lower courts opinion in Watts 402 F.2d 676
680 App 1968 still appears sound However the use of con
ditional language is pertinent in evaluating the threat content of state
ment Such evaluation must take the full context of an alleged threat into

consideration Alexander United States supra Motive of the defendant

may well be germane to the inquiry if communicated so as to become part
of the context In recent incident state prisoner dispatched threat

letter with the motive of triggering his transfer to Federal custody for vio
lation of 18 871 His intent was to violate the statute and he succeeded
though he will not obtain transfer Had he made his motive known in advance

to the persons from whom he expected responsive action such knowledge
could well though not necessarily negate interpretation of the statement

as serious expression of an intent to inflict harm Other factors for con
sideration would include such matters as audience reaction intoxication

history of mental illness unaccompanied by dangerous propensities and

capability of or preparations by the defendant to act upon his words

To summarize Watts does somewhat narrow the application of 18

871 but United States Attorneys should not decline prosecution on the ground
of lack of defendants subjective intent to carry out threat If pro
spective defendants conduct reasonably appears to amount to serious ex
pression of intent to inflict harm action to prosecute should follow imme
diately The need for prompt action in this type of case indicates use of

complaint procedure unless some special circumstance requires direct
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resort to the grand jury Generally such cases call for competency

determination which ordinarily should be conducted in Federal facility

as anexception to the policy favoring local examination

Bank Robbery

Release of Information Concerning Arnou.nts of Monies Taken in

Bank Robberies

It is requested that Department of Justice personnel not release in

formation revealing amounts of monies taken in any bank robbery until it

becomes matter of public record by virtue of indictment

Bankers have indicated that such news releases tend to advertise the

movement of replacement monies designated for victim banks and the funds

routinely kept on hand at such institutions Likewise they indicate that

this tends to promote the branch as repeater victim Additionally such

news releases appear to suggest that bank robberies may be successful

and lucrative venture

The amounts of money taken should not be volunteered in news releases

at any time and should be made only in response to specific question

after indictment Accordingly statements revealing the amounts taken

should be connected with the indictment and apprehension of the offender

so as to reflect the unsuccessful character of the robbery In any event

the amount taken should be played down to avoid misunderstanding
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ANTITRUST DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Richard McLaren

COURT OFAPPEALS

SHERMAN ACT

COURT OF APPEALS AFFIRMS DIST CT IN CONSPIRACY CASE

United States Wilshire Oil Co of Texas C.A 10 No 87-69
March 24 1970 D.J 60-206-28

On March 24 1970 the Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit Lewis
Hill and Seth JJ unanimously affirmed the conviction of the Wilshire Oil

Company for conspiring to fix prices in violation of Section of the Sherman
Act Wilshire was one of ten corporations charged with bid rigging in the
sale to the State of Kansas of liquid asphalt used for highway maintenance
Wilshires nine co-defendants all of which pleaded nob were charged with

conspiring from 1959 to 1965 Wilshire whose connection with the conspiracy
was through its unincorporated Riffe division was charged with conspiring
only from late 1960 when it acquired the Riffe Company to 1963 when it

sold the division

On appeal Wilshire contended that it could not be held liable for con
spiratorial acts of the employees in the Riffe division because those em
ployees allegedly had acquired their knowledge of the conspiracy before
Wilshire had acquired the Riffe Company Noting that Wilshire had ample
opportunity both before and after the acquisition to detect and deal with the

illegal practices the Court held that Wilshire is unable to rid itself of

liability because of its inability to personally supervise the acquired company
and its subordinates particularly when they failed to object single time

during the three year association

The Court also rejected Wilshires contention that the conspiracy did

not affect interstate commerce It ruled that even though Wilshire itself

had made no interstate shipments of liquid asphalt into Kansas one of its

co-conspirators had made substantial interstate shipments and so the con
spiracy had restrained that interstate commerce

It also found that Wilshire had not been placed in double jeopardy
Wilshire had previously been convicted on similar charge in Missouri
and it claimed that the Missouri conspiracy and the Kansas conspiracy
were in reality each part of an overall conspiracy to fix the price of asphalt
in the mid-America area Upon consideration of the two indictments and of

the evidence introduced in post-trial hearing on this issue the Court

upheld the trial courts determination that Wilshire had failed to meet its
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burdsn of proving that the Kansas and Missouri conspir.tors shared

common purpose In so doing it distinguished the Honda cases 289

Supp 277 273 Supp 810 271 Supp 979 and United States

Koontz Creamery Inc .257 F.Supp 295

Wilshire also contended that it was prejudiced by headlines which three

jurors had seen during the trial The headlines concerned settlement nego
tiations in treble damage suit brought by the State of Kansas against the

defendants in the criminal action Wilshire was not mentioned in the head
lines and the Court upheld the trial courts determination that there had

been no prejudice distinguishing cases where the jury saw accounts of

inadmissible confessions and evidence

The Court also rejected Wilshires contention that Wilshire was preju
diced by the prosecutors remarks that the defendants counsel has

attempted to confuse the issue throw sand in your eyes

Although the Court found that such remarks were improper it held that

any prejudice was cured by the trial courts instructions Finally it

refused to reduce the $25 000 fine on the ground that absent unusual

circumstances it would not interfere with the trial courts exercise of

its discretion in fixing punishment

Staff Richard Haddad and Raymond Hunter

Antitrust Division
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CIVIL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General William Ruckelshaus

COURTS OF APPEALS

ARMED SERVICES

ENLISTMENT FOR PARTICIPATION IN SPECIAL NAVY PROGRAM
NOT TERMINATED BY SERVICEMANS INABILITY TO MASTER SOME RE
QUIREMENTS OF PROGRAM

Nixon Secretary of the Navy C.A No 34128 decided February
1970 D.J 145-6-930

Appellant sought declaratory judgment and mandamus requiring the

Navy to cancel his two-year enlistment extension agreement and discharge

him He had signed the agreement because the additional time was required

if one desired to participate in the nuclear submarine training program
After training he sought disqualification from the submarine duty on the

ground that he could not master the working conditions He was declared no

longer eligible for nuclear power plant operation and was transferred to sub
marine support activity He brought his action on the basis inter alia that

the reason for the extension of enlistment had ceased to exist

The district court summarily dismissed and the Second Circuit

affirmed noting that under the terms of the agreement the extension was

binding the moment he graduated from Class School and that appellant

could not claim cancellation under BUPERSMAN C-l4073b on the basis

that he has not received any of the benefits for which the extension was
executed for he had received the benefits of his attendance at the nuclear

power school instruction as nuclear power operator basic submarine

training and higher pay

The Court further held that certain additional regulations did not deprive

appellant of required exercise of discretion by the Chief of Naval Personnel

with respect to appellants request for cancellation but if there had been such

failure the Court would not have required discharge from the Navy but only
remand for further consideration by the Chief of Naval Personnel

Staff Morton Hollander Civil Division

CIVIL SERVICE GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

GOVT EMPLOYEE HAS RIGHT TO WITHDRAW HIS RESIGNATION
BEFORE ITS EFFECTIVE DATE UNLESS AGENCY GIVES VALID REASON
FOR REFUSING TO ACCEPT WITHDRAWAL
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Goodmanv United States C.A D.C No 22521 decidedJanuary30
1970 rehearing denied April 1970 D.J 151-16-531

Goodman was vet.erÆns preference employee employed as an

electrician with the National Bureau of Standards On October 1961 he

was shown letter of proposed charges primarily based on number of

arrests involving excessive consumption of alcohol It was suggested that

he might wish to resign The following day October it was made clear

to him that even if he were to resign the pendency of the charges would be

noted on his record He then stated that he would not resign and he accepted

the letter of charges However the next morning October he came back

to the personnel office stating that he had been advised to resign He then

signed resignation form filling in October 27 as the effective date at the

suggestion of the personnel officer that date being the end of pay period
Then on October 16 Goodman sent telegram to the personnel officer stating

that he had retained counsel to defend himself against the charges and that he

wished to withdraw his resignation By return mail the personnel officer

stated that his resignation could be withdrawn only by consent and that the

Bureau of Standards declines to grant such consent Goodman then took

an appeal to the Civil Service Commission which refused to entertain the

case on the ground that he had resigned and the Commission had jurisdiction

to entertain appeals only from involuntary discharges Goodman then brought
this action

The district court granted the Governments motion for summary judg
ment On appeal the Court of Appeals directed remand to the Civil

Service Commission for hearing on the question of the voluntariness of

Goodmans resignation Goodman United States 358 F.2d 532 1966
After the hearing on remand the Civil Service Commission found that the

resignation was voluntary Goodman attacked this finding in the district

court which held that the finding was supported by the record On appeal
the Court of Appeals agreed that the finding of voluntariness was well

supported

However the Court of Appeals reversed the district court on another

ground It held that Goodmans withdrawal of his resignation was effective

despite the Bureaus refusal to accept the withdrawal The Court of Appeals
relied on Civil Service Commission regulation providing

resignation is binding on the employee once he

has submitted it However the agency may in

its discretion permit an employee to withdraw

his resignation at anytime until it has become
effective

Section 2-3 subchapter chapter 715 Federal Personnel Manual The Court

held that the term discretion implies some type of reasoned decision on the
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part of the agency and that the peremptory refusal to accept Goodmans with

drawal did not satisfy the regulation Insofar as we can tell from this record

there was not ever any meaningful effort to exercise discretion except as

discretion may have been equatedwith an automatic purpose to frustrate any

invocation of the rights conferred upon the appellant by the Veterans Preference

Act The Court suggested that the hiring of replacement would be

valid reason for refusing to accept the withdrawal of resignation but that

simple desire not to go through contested hearing would not be valid

reason

Staff Stephen Felson formerly of the Civil Division
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CRIMINAL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Will Wilson

COURT OF APPEALS

FIREARMS RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

FALSE STATEMENT BY PURCHASER OF FIREARM

United States Bobby Lee Hedgecoe C.A No 13 514 January 26
1970 D.J 80-55-8

In holding that Rule 11 had not been complied with in connection with

I-Iedgecoes plea of guilty to two violations of 18 U.S.C 922a6 the Court

of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit in essence held that the Form 4473 in use

prior to July 1969 did not itself give sufficient warning to prospective

purchasers of firearms to subject them to the sanctions of Section 922a

Thus in all Section 922a6 cases where there is no information in

addition to the old Form 4473 that the defendant was aware of the restric
tions on his right to purchase firearms prosecutions should be dismissed

Where however there is information that the defendant was aware of his

disqualification from purchasing firearms--such as having received an oral

warning from the dealer- -prosecutions should proceed normally

The Criminal Division is of the opinion that the Form 4473 in use since

July 1969 in and of itself gives all prospective purchasers of firearms

adequate notice of the restrictions on such purchases Consequently cases

arising under this new form are not subject to the infirmities of those arising

under the old form

Staff United States Attorney Keith Snyder and
Assistant U.S Attorney Joseph Cruciani

W.D N.C

DISTRICT COURT

FIREARMS RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

POSSESSION AND MAKING OF NATIONAL FIREARMS ACT FIRE-
ARM

United States Gale Leroy Schutzler S.D Ohio Cr No 4794
October 1969 80-59-9

In an excellent opinion Chief Judge Weinman of the Southern District

of Ohio sustained against Fifth Amendment attack an information
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charging Schutzler with violations of 26 U.S.C 5861d--posession of an

unregistered firearm--and 26 U.S.C 586lf--making of firearm without

complying with 26 U.S.C 5822 The court based its decision on the fact

that current possessor of firearm is not required to do anything which

will incriminate him that the restrictive use provision 26 U.S.C 5848

prevents information contained in an application to transfer an unregistered

weapon from being used against the applicant-possessor and that an applica
tion to make National Firearms Act firearm must be made prior to the

making of the firearm and will be denied if the making would be in violation

of law

Staff Former United States Attorney Robert Draper

S.D Ohio

NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS

PROSECUTION BASED ON SOUTH-NORTH TRANSPORTATION ON
RE-TRIAL

United States Timothy Leary Texas

On January 20 1970 federal jury in the U.S District Court Laredo
Texas found Dr Timothy Leary guilty on re-trial for violating 21

l76a The prosecution in the second trial was based on the South-

North transportation theory mentioned in the Supreme Courts decision in

the first Leary case The theory is that Leary transported and facilitated

the transportation of rnarihuana from the point at which Leary crossed the

international boundary--the middle of the bridge- -to the Customs primary

inspection station The defendant received ten year prison sentence

Staff United States Attorney Anthony J.P Farris
Assistant U.S Attorneys Malcolm Dimmitt

and James Gough S.D Texas
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Shiro Kashiwa

COURT OFAPPEALS

CONTRACTS

FRUSTRATION OF CONTRACT TO ACQUIRE LAND BY ISSUANCE OF
PUBLIC LAND ORDER ESTOPPEL AGAINST UNITED STATES

United States Georgia-Pacific Co C.A No 23572 January
1970 D.J 90-111-1300

In 1934 the Government Department of Agriculture made contract
with Georgia-Pacifics predecessor-in-title whereby the lumber company
agreed that as it harvested timber it would convey certain cut-over lands
to the United States providing that Congress extend the boundaries of

Siskiyou National Forest to encompass these lands This would give the

lumber company additional fire protection By Act of June 13 1935 49
Stat 338 Congress extended the forests boundary Between 1936 and 1941

the lumber company conveyed about 000 acres Apparently until 1958
no other land was cut-over therefore subject to conveyance

On April 1958 Roger Ernst Assistant Secretary of the Department
of the Interior issued Public Land Order 1610 23 Fed Reg 2310 re
tracting the forests boundary from the congressionally-established June 13
1935 boundary to its original position The Forest Service changed its maps
to exclude the disputed area

In 1967 the United States sued Georgia-Pacific for specific performance
of the 1934 contract claiming the right to about 19 000 acres cut-over since

April 1958 The Government argued that Interior lacked authority to

issue Public Land Order retracting the boundaries of national forest

from the boundaries established by Congress The district court found

against the Government on the ground that the 1934 contract was frustrated
and rendered void and unenforceable by 1610 and by subsequent acts

of Government officials

The Court of Appeals affirmed stating that it did so on other grounds
than those upon which the district courts decision was based First it

stated the United States acting as proprietor as opposed to sovereign
was estopped by its actions from enforcing the provisions of the 1934 con
tract Second it stated that the Act of June 1897 30 Stat 34 16

473 authorized the Secretary of the Interior to retract the boundaries of

the national forest that Interiors power to retract national forests

boundary was not confined to executively-created boundaries but extended
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also to congressionally-created boundaries Moreover regardless of

Interior authority the 1958 boundary retraction was confirmed and

ratified by subsequent congressional action Finally the Government
was barred from seeking specific performance because it lacked clean
hands and because specific performance is discretionary and the Court
weighing the parties relative hardships and equities would find in favor

of Georgia-Pacific

The Department has not recommended filing petition for certiorari

for two reasons The first is that two courts have ruled unfavorably to

the Government on the facts and the Supreme Court does not generally
disturb such result Second insofar as the decision holds that In
tenors boundary retraction was authorized the opinion does not purport
to bind the United States on an estoppel theory based upon an officials un
authorized act There is no denying that the Government can be bound by
authorized acts

Staff William Cohen Land Natural Resources Division


